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This newsletter marks our 100 th publication at All Engelhard, a milestone that we are very excited about.
We never thought in a million years that our journey would take us this far, and we are truly grateful to you,
our reader audience, for motivating and inspiring us along the way with your kind feedback, thoughtful
information, ideas and suggestions. Because of your interest and passion for our great hobby, YOU
invariably continue to stoke our determination and commitment to up our game, to expand our
knowledge, insight and commitment to research, all in the spirit of providing true validation for what we
love to do.
We kindly encourage you take some time to refresh yourself with our previous 99 ORIGINAL PUBLICATIONS
publications, as well as our IN THE NEWS readings, all released in just the past three years. You will see
that our market has come a LONG way in this short time, and yet it is arguably still in its very infancy. It is
very much a blessing to reflect on and witness the continued incredible growth and excitement within our
collector community, as our hobby becomes more fascinating with each day. We clearly would not and
could not have taken part in this beautiful force of nature without your inspiration and continued goodwill
toward our efforts.
Moving forward, we are anticipating some major shock-waves and positive developments in our market,
affecting both collectible and generic bullion. With today’s continued suppressed spot price, silver
sentiment is extremely low and eerily quiet. In fact, awareness and interest in silver as an investment
hedge are off the mainstream radar. In spite of this, our market has taken its own high road, and continues
to build upon its already solid and well-respected presence in the numismatic collectible world. Just
THINK what will happen to our collectible market when silver spot price rockets upward, and the general
public become aware and starts pursuing silver bullion? Do you think our collectible audience will benefit
from this?! You bet your life savers!
So, go out and buy that 100oz silver bar or collectible ingot while it’s still on sale, as we all know that some
day, maybe sooner than we think, silver spot price will also hit the big century mark, and will likely continue
considerably higher than that.
Centesimally,
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